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[1] Most empirical and numerical models of Interplanetary
Coronal Mass Ejection (ICME) propagation use the initial
CME velocity as their primary, if not only, observational
input. These models generally predict a wide spread of 1 AU
transit times for ICMEs with the same initial velocity. We
use a 3D coupled MHD model of the corona and
heliosphere to determine the ambient solar wind’s effect
on the propagation of ICMEs from 30 solar radii to 1 AU.
We quantitatively characterize this deceleration by the
velocity of the upstream ambient solar wind. The effects of
varying solar wind parameters on the ICME transit time are
quantified and can explain the observed spread in transit
times for ICMEs of the same initial velocity. We develop an
adjustment formula that can be used in conjunction with
other models to reduce the spread in predicted transit times
of Earth-directed ICMEs. Citation: Case, A. W., H. E.
Spence, M. J. Owens, P. Riley, and D. Odstrcil (2008), Ambient
solar wind’s effect on ICME transit times, Geophys. Res. Lett., 35,
L15105, doi:10.1029/2008GL034493.

1. Background and Introduction
[2] Interplanetary Coronal Mass Ejections (ICMEs) are
huge eruptions of solar plasma and magnetic field that are
episodically ejected into the heliosphere and are a major
cause of intense space weather observed at Earth [Gosling,
1993]. Undesirable consequences of ICMEs range from
geomagnetic storms to energetic particles, which are accelerated in interplanetary space [Feynman and Gabriel,
2000]. With better knowledge of ICME properties, particularly their arrival time, precautionary measures could be
taken to mitigate the effects on space hardware and human
explorers.
[3] By correlating CME speeds near the Sun with ICME
speeds observed at 1 AU, it has been shown that fast ICMEs
are decelerated towards the ambient solar wind velocity
[Gopalswamy et al., 2000]. This deceleration has been
modeled in a variety of ways. Vršnak and Gopalswamy
[2002] and Cargill [2004] modeled it analytically as an
effective drag force that acts on the ICME after it is ejected
from the Sun. Gopalswamy et al. [2000] used two-point
measurements (coronagraph and in situ observations at L1)
to construct an empirical model that assumes a constant
deceleration over the entire trajectory to Earth, and
Gopalswamy et al. [2001] allowed the deceleration to cease
at some radial distance from the Sun. Cargill and Schmidt
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[2002] used 2.5-D MHD codes to simulate ICME
propagation.
[4] Recent studies have shown that the solar wind is
important in determining the transit time of ICMEs. Using a
combination of solar wind data from upstream and downstream of ICMEs, Vršnak and Žic [2007] observed that the
solar wind can greatly influence the transit time of an ICME
from the sun to 1 AU. Manoharan [2006] observed ICMEs
near Earth with interplanetary scintillation techniques and
arrived at the same conclusions.
[5] Previous attempts to model ICMEs have been unable
to predict the transit time to within better than ±10 hours
[e.g., Gopalswamy et al., 2000, 2001; Manoharan, 2006].
This indicates that the initial speed of the CME is an
insufficient predictor of transit time. Owens and Cargill
[2004] found that the upstream ambient solar wind velocity
was not a major contributor to the spread in transit times of
ICMEs, but recently Schwenn et al. [2005] suggested and
Vršnak and Žic [2007] showed that variations in the
Ambient Solar Wind (ASW) could cause this wide spread
in transit time.
[6] Global MHD codes allow us to visualize and model
the heliosphere in ways that are otherwise not possible
through remote or in situ observations. We use this ability to
better understand the factors influencing the trajectory of
ICMEs. In this study, we use a 3D magnetohydrodynamic
(MHD) model of the heliosphere to simulate the propagation of ICMEs out to 1 AU. The ICMEs are ejected directly
toward Earth from 30 RS (the inner boundary of the heliospheric model) into a wide variety of ASWs. The goals of
this paper are to: (1) quantify how the ASW affects the
trajectory of the ICME as it moves toward Earth, and (2) to
use these results to better predict the transit times of ICMEs.

2. Inserting and Tracking ICMEs in Global MHD
Model
[7] In order to simulate the propagation of an ICME, we
use a pair of coupled 3-D MHD models. The innermost
model is ‘‘MHD Around a Sphere’’ (MAS, x2.1) and is
driven by observed photospheric magnetograms. Output at
MAS’s outer boundary is coupled (x2.3) to the inner
boundary (30 RS) of the Enlil model of the heliosphere
(x2.2). This model then solves the MHD equations on a
Sun-centered spherical grid out to 2 AU. At the boundary of
the two models, an overpressured density cloud is inserted
as a proxy for the driver of the ICME.
2.1. The MAS Model of the Corona
[8] The global corona is modeled by the Magnetohydrodynamics Around a Sphere (MAS) 3D MHD code [Linker
et al., 1999; Mikic et al., 1999]. Photospheric magnetic field
observations provide the boundary conditions, from which
initial conditions are derived by a potential field solution to
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the photospheric radial field, a uniform boundary density,
and a Parker-type solar wind outflow. The time-dependent
polytropic MHD equations, with finite resistivity and
viscosity, are then solved in a spherical geometry between
1 and 30 RS. The solution is allowed to relax to a
dynamic steady state. Linker and Mikić [1997] provide
a more detailed description of the initial and boundary
conditions, and Lionello et al. [1999] describe the details
of the algorithm. In this paper, we use the polytropic
version of MAS with a mesh of 60, 70, and 64 grid cells
in the radial (r), meridional (q), and azimuthal (f)
directions, respectively. The mesh is non-uniform in r
and q, with more resolution at lower altitudes and
surrounding the heliographic equator.
[9] The polytropic version of MAS yields nearly isothermal solutions, which qualitatively reproduce many coronal
properties. However, the plasma velocity does not reproduce the large speed variations that are observed between
the fast and slow wind. To provide more realistic lower
boundary conditions for the heliospheric MHD model
(x2.2), the plasma velocity from the coronal model is
replaced with an empirically derived velocity that is based
on the modeled MHD magnetic field configuration [Riley et
al., 2001], in a similar manner to the Wang-Sheeley-Arge
model [Arge et al., 2004].
2.2. The Enlil Model of the Heliosphere
[10] The heliosphere is modeled using the ‘‘Enlil’’ 3D
ideal MHD code developed at the NOAA Space Weather
Prediction Center (SWPC) [Odstrcil, 2003, and references
therein]. The computational domain covers 30 RS to 2 AU,
and 60° to +60° in solar latitude. The lower boundary
conditions for the Enlil model are provided by a coronal
solution from the MAS model. The heliospheric solution is
allowed to relax to steady state. We use a version of the
Enlil code for computational efficiency that uses 256, 30,
and 90 grid cells in the radial, meridional, and azimuthal
directions, respectively.
2.3. Coupled Models With ICMEs
[11] The ‘‘CORHEL’’ model couples the MAS MHD
model of the corona (x2.1) with the Enlil MHD model of
the heliosphere (x2.2). In this study, MAS is driven with
magnetograms from the National Solar Observatory and is
coupled to Enlil at 30 RS. See Odstrcil et al. [2004a] and
Luhmann et al. [2004] for more detail. CORHEL has been
shown to match the bulk properties of the ambient solar
wind very well [Owens et al., 2008].
[12] At the code-coupling boundary an overpressured
cloud is inserted to simulate an ICME. The cloud is four
times more dense and has the same temperature as the
ASW and is inserted as a spherical pulse with a diameter
of the user-specified width [Odstrcil et al., 2004b]. In
contrast to other MHD studies [e.g., Cargill, 2004], it
should be noted that the inserted ICME does not contain
an intrinsic magnetic field: whereas magnetic pressure
may be dominant in reality, plasma pressure is dominant
here. The ICME’s initial radial velocity, direction, and
angular width are specified by the user, typically on the
basis of ‘‘cone model’’ fits to coronagraph observations
[e.g., Odstrcil et al., 2004b]. In this study, all ICMEs are
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launched directly toward Earth with an angular width of
45°.

3. Solar Wind’s Effect on ICME Trajectory
[13] After an ICME is inserted into the model, we track
its center of mass as the ICME propagates toward Earth. At
the time of insertion, in order to characterize the ASW, we
average the radial velocity of the solar wind that will be
intercepted by the ICME’s trajectory. We average from 30 RS
to the first parcel of solar wind that will reach Earth in the
same amount of time as the ICME at its initial velocity. We
use this metric to characterize the solar wind as we expect
speed to only slightly increase with distance from the sun, in
contrast to density which decreases dramatically with radial
distance. We also anticipate that the ASW velocity should
affect transit time of ICMEs, as predicted by a simple drag
deceleration model [Cargill, 2004].
[14] In the MHD model, we ejected five ICMEs with the
same structure, location and diameter, but different initial
velocity each into four different ambient solar winds. Four
specific consecutive Carrington Rotations, CRs 1955 –
1958, were chosen because, collectively, they represent
the full range of ASW speeds that an ICME might encounter. These CRs were chosen because CORHEL predictions
match the L1-observed solar wind structure particularly well
during this period. All of the ICMEs were inserted at a
radial velocity of at least 700 km/s, in order to be initially
faster than the ASW. Though slower ICMEs are also
affected by the ASW, they were not used in this study
due to the difficulty in characterizing the downstream ASW
that would serve to accelerate such ICMEs. The initial
speeds were 700, 1000, 1300, 1600, and 1900 km/s. The
transit times of these 20 ICMEs are shown in Figure 1 as a
function of initial velocity. The transit times have been
adjusted to 6 RS by assuming that they travel at their initial
velocity inside of 30 RS.
[15] A sub-set of ICMEs from the list of 91 unique CMEICME connections from Schwenn et al. [2005] is also
shown in Figure 1. We selected only those CMEs that were
360° halos and for which an expansion speed had been
specified. The transit times for ICMEs from Schwenn et al.
[2005] are plotted against their measured expansion speeds,
which was found to be a good proxy for the true radial
velocity. These transit times are from the time of first
appearance in the LASCO C2 coronagraph, which images
the solar corona in white light from 1.5 to 6 RS [Brueckner
et al., 1995], until the time of shock arrival at 1 AU.
Schwenn et al. [2005] fit their observations with a logarithmic function and found that the standard deviation of their
data was 14 hours. Solid black lines are plotted in Figure 1
at 1s above and below the best-fit function. We define the
spread in observed transit times (Schwenn dT) to be 2s =
28 hours.
[16] All of the simulated ICMEs experienced deceleration
during their transit to 1 AU. Though the cause of this
deceleration will not be investigated in this work, we
suspect that it is caused by the MHD equivalent of a drag
force that tends to equalize the speeds of the ICME and the
ambient solar wind. Simulated ICMEs that were inserted
into the ambient winds from CRs 1955 and 1957 encountered an average VSW that was relatively slow and resulted
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simple linear function. Furthermore, a quadratic form is
consistent with the expected drag force [Cargill, 2004].
We fit a quadratic function to the entire set of modeled
points and constructed a formula (shown in the bottom
plot of Figure 2) that provides an adjustment to the transit
time about a typical solar wind speed of 440 km/s. Thus,
our adjustment formula is as follows:
TADJ ¼ AðDV Þ2 þBðDV Þ

ð1Þ

where DV = VSW  440
km/s. We find the best fit to be with
Þs2
Þs
and B = 0.0047 ðdays
A = 8.5  106 ðdays
km . This fit is
km2
shown as the solid line in Figure 2.

5. Discussion and Conclusions
Figure 1. Transit times (from 6 RS to 1 AU) as a function
of the initial speed for modeled ICMEs are shown as points
connected by dashed lines, and are grouped according to the
Carrington rotation in which they were injected. Filled
circles are CME-ICME pairs found by Schwenn et al.
[2005] to be 360° halos and their transit times are from their
first appearance in LASCO to 1 AU. The standard deviation
of these points from a best-fit logarithmic function was
14 hours, and solid black lines indicate ±1s from this
function. ‘Schwenn dT’ is defined as 2s. ‘Modeled dT’ is
defined as the average of the time difference between the
maximum and minimum arrival times at each initial ICME
velocity. As discussed in Section 5, the model does not
predict all absolute transit times, but the spread in modeled
transit times is sufficient to explain the spread in the
observed points.

[19] Observations show that when an ICME interacts
with the ambient solar wind (ASW), its velocity tends to
approach that of the ASW [Gopalswamy et al., 2000]. It has
been suggested [Schwenn et al., 2005] that variations in the
solar wind conditions and its interaction with an ICME
could cause the observed spread in transit times for ICMEs
with similar initial velocities. We have used 3D MHD
simulations to confirm this hypothesis and further quantified the effects of the ASW, in order to better predict the
transit time of ICMEs.
[20] We inserted ICMEs into a wide range of ambient
solar wind conditions in a 3D MHD model and tracked their
centers of mass out to 1 AU. For CMEs with similar initial
velocities, changing only the ambient solar wind conditions

in much more deceleration, and hence a longer transit time.
The opposite was true for CRs 1956 and 1958. We calculate
the spread in modeled transit times (Modeled dT) by
averaging the maximum difference in transit times at each
initial velocity. We find this spread to be 34.2 hours. As
discussed in Section 5, the model does not accurately
predict the absolute transit time of ICMEs. However, these
representative extreme cases show that the solar wind has a
profound influence (more than a full day) on the transit time
of ICMEs, and can explain the observed spread in transit
times for CMEs that start with the same initial velocity
[Schwenn et al., 2005].

4. Adjustment Formula
[17] Using the model results, we now develop a formula
that can be used to better predict the transit time of ICMEs.
It is intended that this adjustment be used with models of
ICME transit time that do not explicitly account for the
effect of ambient solar wind [e.g., Gopalswamy et al., 2000,
2001; Michaek et al., 2004; Kim et al., 2007].
[18] We sorted our modeled ICMEs according to their
initial velocity and plotted them in the top plot of
Figure 2. A quadratic best fit of the form: T =
A(VSW)2 + B(VSW) + C is plotted as a dotted line for
each set of ICMEs. A quadratic function was chosen
since it was found to fit the data much better than a

Figure 2. (top) Modeled transit times as a function of the
radial velocity of the ambient solar wind. Points are grouped
according to the initial speed of the ICME and are shown
along with a least-squares quadratic fit for each group.
Horizontal error bars indicate the standard deviation of the
solar wind speed that each ICME encounters. Vertical error
bars indicate a standard ±0.1 day uncertainty in the
determination of each ICMEs arrival time at 1 AU due to
the temporal spacing of our model snapshots. (bottom)
Calculated adjustment formula as a function of the ASW
radial velocity.
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encountered by the ICME can explain the spread in transit
times observed by other studies [Schwenn et al., 2005].
[21] The transit times of the CMEs show a clear dependence on the ambient solar wind conditions (Figure 2). We
assumed that the transit time is a quadratic function of the
average velocity of the ambient solar wind that the ICME
will encounter on its way to Earth. We plotted the transit
time of CMEs with the same initial velocity against the
mean ASW velocity upstream of the ICME. We found that
the ASW causes a difference in transit time of up to a day.
As expected, the modeled absolute transit times (especially
for slower CMEs) do not agree with observations. This
could result from Schwenn et al. [2005] using white light
images near the sun, but shock arrival times at 1 AU. The
shock could precede the density enhancements by up to a
day. [e.g., Owens and Cargill, 2004]. Despite these differences in absolute transit times, the spread in transit times is
similar.
[22] Equation (1) shows the formula developed, which
factors in the ambient solar wind’s effect on the transit time
of ICMEs. This equation should allow a quick, more
accurate prediction of an ICME’s arrival time at Earth,
provided an initial estimate of transit time (presumably
from a model with initial CME velocity as its input) and
some knowledge of the solar wind upstream of the ICME.
Knowledge of the upstream solar wind could come from
observations (e.g., Heliospheric Imager on STEREO), or
from ambient solar wind models such as the Wang-SheeleyArge (WSA) model, or CORHEL.
[23] While the effects of the ambient solar wind are
sufficient to explain the observed spread in transit times,
we cannot be certain that this is the cause. In particular, we
recognize that ICMEs not launched directly toward Earth
could appear to arrive at different times due to an impact
with the flank rather than the nose of the ICME. If ICMEs
have concave-outward structures, then the ‘‘nose’’ of the
ejection will arrive at 1-AU before the flanks. However, this
picture is further complicated by the fact that ICMEs have
typical angular widths of about 60– 90 degrees, and hence
span large variations in ambient solar wind speed. This
ambient solar wind speed gradient can result in significant
distortion of the ejecta, meaning the measured arrival time
will depend strongly on the point of interception [Schmidt
and Cargill, 2001; Owens, 2006]. The contribution of this
‘shape’ effect to transit time uncertainty could be important
and certainly warrants future investigation.
[24] It is not clear how accurately plane-of-sky velocities
from halo events can be converted into true radial velocities.
Conversion from plane-of-sky to radial speed may have a
significant contribution to the spread in transit times observed for CMEs with the same apparent initial speed. The
model in this paper has been constructed using true radial
velocities from modeled ICMEs, and so the use of CME
velocities that are not the true radial velocity could impart
some error to our correction formula.
[25] Despite the aforementioned contributions to transit
time uncertainty, our models show that the upstream ASW
velocity alone is sufficient to explain the entire observed
spread in transit times for CMEs of similar initial speeds.
This effect should be taken into consideration when predicting the transit times of ICMEs to 1 AU.
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